Countrywide Information

Countrywide–Terrorism Risk Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2007–Informational Update


As a follow-up to that release, this circular provides additional information regarding NCCI’s evaluation of its current filings for domestic terrorism, earthquake, and catastrophic industrial accidents (DTEC) and foreign terrorism—recognizing that TRIPRA does not distinguish between domestic and foreign terrorism.

Currently, NCCI is:

• Remodeling both foreign and DTEC miscellaneous values that would be used to evaluate the efficiency of a refiling of combined foreign and domestic terrorism values
• Reviewing the impact that TRIPRA may have to the results of the remodeling
• Developing a strategy to incorporate a combined terrorism value and other catastrophe provisions in preparation for a future filing
• Anticipating that a refiling of combined miscellaneous values for terrorism and other catastrophe provisions would likely occur in the second quarter of 2008

Additional Information

Our Web site at ncci.com includes a resource library, which is your central source for all information on terrorism. The resource library will be updated with information on NCCI terrorism filings as it is available. In the meantime, our Affiliate Services team is available to answer any additional questions you may have. Call 800-NCCI-123, and our Customer Service team will put you in touch with your Affiliate Services representative.